
Millage Rate 101
Explaining property taxes…

This presentation is also available at….. yourdekalb.com/boc, then go to “Hot Topics”
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The normal questions…..

! What are all these words that keep getting used 
when talking about property taxes?

! How do you come up with the millage rate?
! How does HOST (sales tax) figure into this?
! Why does my bill have all these different rates 

on it, a tax for this, a tax for that?
! What’s this about rollback rates?
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The bigger questions for this year…..

! The bigger questions for this year…
! My house is worth less, did you count that?
! Do lower home prices affect County operations?
! What did the creation of Dunwoody do to my 

taxes?
! Where did that State credit go?
! What can we, as taxpayers, do to help?
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What are all these words that keep getting used?

• Millage Rate:
• The amount of tax charged for every $1,000 of value.  (a.k.a. property 

tax rate)   So, if the rate is 6 mills, then you would owe 6 dollars for 
every $1,000 of the assessed value for your house. 

• Tax Digest:
• The value of all the property in an area. For DeKalb its about $24.5 

billion. (Note:  This figure is generally given at 40% of its market value, 
which is sometimes called the “40% assessed value.”  That is why on 
your property tax bill – the “gross assessed value” is about 40% of the 
fair market value.)

• Assessed Value:
• The amount your property is estimated to be worth.    Like the tax 

digest, you might be looking at the 40% number, so check for that.
• Property Tax Freeze:
• Locally, some governments (including DeKalb) have “frozen” all home 

values until the property sells to someone else.  That means if your 
property value goes up, the value you are taxed on does not.  (Note:  A 
law passed this year also made this happen statewide.)
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How do you come up with the millage rate?

• Looking at this from high above…..
• The County’s tax funds budget for 2009 is roughly $616 million.  

That’s how much the county projects to spend.
• The County’s tax funds are projected to earn $352 million from 

items such as sales tax, licenses, charging for services, etc.
• The difference between these two numbers is made up in 

property taxes… So, about $264 million.
• Keeping this simple…  The rate is calculated by taking how 

much you need ($264 million) and divide by the tax digest.  
That’s the rate!(*)

(*) The nitty gritty:  It would be great to show the 
part about coming up with the rate really simply 
(like divide $264 million by $24.5 billion) and it be 
exact, but there are 14 different rates to be calculated 
and the presentation would get really, really long.
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How does HOST (sales tax) figure into this?

• Once you’ve got a millage rate, you get to factor in 
what’s called the HOST discount….
•That means if you own a residential property in 

DeKalb, this year 90%(*) of the funding from the 
County’s sales tax, will go to paying your property 
tax bill for you. But only for COUNTY taxes!
•The schools and state don’t reduce their taxes with 

sales tax.
•Using a typical County tax bill of $925(**), the HOST 

reduces it to about $370.
(**) The double nitty gritty:  The typical house can 
vary from neighborhood to neighborhood and the 
percent that HOST reduces property taxes changes 
each year based on how much funding there is, so 
these numbers are approximate.

(*) The nitty gritty:  Because it went to 90% from 
80%, that means there’s $10 million dollars less of 
funding for things like sidewalks.
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Why does my bill have all these rates on it?

• To help separate tax rates, some property taxes are put 
into different funds.  This is to make sure money 
intended for a specific purpose to be used for that 
purpose.  The County’s funds are….
•General – Pays for most operations of the County.
•Special Services – Pays primarily for Police, Roads, 

and Parks.  (Depending on where you live in the 
County, the rate may be slightly different.)
•Fire – Pays for Fire.
•Hospital – Pays for Grady.
•Debt – Pays for bonds the County has issued. 
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But there are more rates than that?

• Yes, there are more rates than just the County’s portion 
of the bill.
•The County property taxes are generally 27 - 30% of 

the total tax bill.
•The State property taxes are generally around 1% 

percent of the total tax bill.
•The School property taxes are generally 69 - 72% of 

the total tax bill.
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What’s this about “rollback rates”?

• On January 1, 2000, State law added a new definition 
on taxes called the “rollback rate.”
• The rollback rate is defined as last year’s millage rate 

minus the amount needed to make assessment 
increases result in no new revenue.
• As an example ---
• If last year’s rate was 10.00 mills….
•And reassessments were worth 0.10 mills….
•The rollback rate would be 10.00 – 0.10 or 9.9 mills.
•According to the new definition that would be a 

1.01%  increase above the rollback rate.
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What’s this about “rollback rates”?

• This year, DeKalb County had to advertise five 
increases above the rollback rate: 
•Unincorporated 3.73%, Avondale(*) 0.73%, Chamblee 

(*) 0.43%, Decatur(*) 1.33%, and Debt Service 6.94%.
• But, state regulations don’t allow the County to publish 

the rates below the rollback rate in the same 
advertisement:
•Unincorporated Debt -10.28%, Atlanta(*) -0.98%, 

Clarkston(*) -1.07%, Doraville(*) -0.60%, Lithonia(*) -
4.36%, Pine Lake(*) -3.18%, and Stone Mt(*) -10.33%.

(*) The nitty gritty:  If you see a city’s name here, 
that is for county services provided in the city, not
city services.
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What’s this about “rollback rates”?

• Also, state regulations do not allow DeKalb County to 
factor in the property tax relief given by HOST (sales 
tax).
• In recent years, around 60% of homeowners’ property 

taxes were forgiven by HOST, but the County can not 
use that in calculating the rollback rate.
• The state forms say….

Take the old 
millage rate, 

even 
though you 

pay less Multiply
By value of 

reassessments

Divide by new 
digest value

That’s basically the 
amount that 

County must roll 
back, but DeKalb 

has no place to 
show how much 

HOST takes off the 
tax bill.
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What’s this about “rollback rates”?

• Finally, the year 2009 created a situation in calculating 
the rollback rate that had never happened before to the 
extent is has now.   The tax digest value went down, so 
the rollback rate is a now a negative number.
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My house is worth less, did you count that?
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My house is worth less, did you count that?

• Everyone knows that housing prices have taken a 
tremendous hit over the past year.
• An independent body (The Board of Tax Assessors) 

determines how much your house is worth.
• Up until this year, that group could not use foreclosure 

sales in determining the value of your property.(*)  In 
April, that State law was changed.
• Also, another state law froze your property value, so 

unless it sells, it won’t go up.  But, DeKalb was already 
doing this for homeowners!

(*) The nitty gritty:  At first the Board of Tax 
Assessors did not include foreclosure sales.  They 
have since gone back and revised values using 
foreclosures where appropriate.
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Do lower home prices affect County operations?

• Most of the tax fund revenues go to operations that you 
see every day on the street.
•Police, Fire, Roads, Parks, and much more. 

• When assessed values go down and rates stay the same, 
then less money is available for the operations one sees 
every day.
• When house prices go up, more funding is available for 

new personnel, replacement equipment, new 
construction, etc.
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What did creating Dunwoody do to the tax bill?

• No matter how one looks at it, the creation of the city of 
Dunwoody definitely did one thing – raised the tax rate 
for most of those living outside of Dunwoody.
• When all the tax rates are being developed, the law 

requires certain factors be used for each city in DeKalb.
• As an example, the rate for homes not in a city went 

from 2.74 to 3.99 mills.  Not all of this is directly related 
to Dunwoody, but 0.96 has been attributed to it.
• To help offset some of this increase, the Board of 

Commissioners is using 90% of sales tax money instead 
of 80% to reduce your tax bill.
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Where did that State credit go?

• For the past few years, there has been a credit on your 
tax bill.  Basically, the State gave the County money to 
pay part of the bill each year.
• In 2009, the State didn’t give the County that money.  

So, that part of the bill became the property owner’s 
responsibility.
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What can we, as taxpayers, do to help?

• Shop DeKalb!  When you spend money in DeKalb, one 
penny of that sales tax goes to reduce property taxes 
and another penny goes to the schools.  Keep the 
money local!
• Citizens can help keep property values up with:
•Conducting neighborhood cleanups and keeping  

properties maintained.
• If you see litter, pick it up.
•For houses with overgrown grass, associations can 

ban together to keep it cut; and 
•Report code violators.
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Wait you forgot one question?
How much more am I paying this year?

! On June 5, the administration proposed 
a mid-year millage of 16.97.

! Based on that rate and the previous 
increase in HOST, the COUNTY(*) will 
be charging to each house…..
! $40.34 less will be charged to a $100,000 home.
! $5.95 less will be charged to a $200,000 home.
! $28.44 morewill be charged to a $300,000 home.
! $62.82 morewill be charged to a $400,000 home.
! $97.21 morewill be charged to a $500,000 home.
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(*) The nitty gritty:  This is 
showing what the county 
will be charging compared 
to last year.  Each house 
will be have a bill increase 
of $113 for the Homestead 
Tax Relief Credit that the 
state will no longer pay.  
That’s not in this number.  
Also, the schools bill is not 
in it either.



Who do I call with questions?

• For a technical question about paying your bill, call the 
Tax Commissioner at 404-298-4000.

• If it’s about appealing your assessment, call the Tax 
Assessor at 404-371-0841.

• If it’s about school taxes, call the Board of Education at 
678-676-1200.

• If it’s about the County taxes, contact your County 
Commissioner at 404-371-2886.

• If it’s about the city taxes, call your local city council 
member.
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